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About the Author (written by friend and colleague David J Milner) 
 
Elliot was a Radio & Television presenter with a specific popularity in the teenage market and is widely recognised as 
a teen-culture specialist in the events industry. As a Security Industry expert, Elliot has been called several times as a 
special consultant to several levels of Government, from the Police right up to the NSW Legislative Assembly and has 
even had some of his recommendations written into state law. 
 
His event management career began in 1982 when he was called upon by NSW Police, The NSW Dairy Promotions 
Council and Radio Station 2SM Sydney to be the technical architect of the famous “Blue Light Disco” programme, 
which operates all over the country generating millions of dollars for worthwhile charities and community activities 
every year, even today. 
 
He has 34 years of experience in event management and 27 years of experience in the security and investigations 
industry. Some of his activities include… 
 

o Licensed Security Equipment Specialist (NSW) 
o Independent consultant to NSW Parliament on legislative issues relating to security, legal compliance and 

operational procedures concerning events and licensing 
o Consultant to the NSW State Legislative Assembly, the NSW Police Academy and the media 
o Leading authority in NSW in relation to social events for minors 

 
Specialities include… 
 

o Security, logistics, venue and banqueting coordination, broadcast media and operational team 
management across all disciplines 

o Event management including venue liaison, floor plan and layout design, secure check points and 
safe evacuations 

o Security equipment specialist – alcohol & drug testing, metal detection, thermal imaging, search and 
seizure, contraband detection 

o Coordinating operational procedures 
o Media relations 
o Police and government liaison. 

 
He’s regarded as a specialist in functions and major events, major venues, event security and teenage marketing.  
 
There is no other person in this state with his level of experience in conducting every aspect of High School Formals 
and Minor’s Functions. He is considered the consultant of choice for the media and is first contact for media agencies 
wishing to conduct any story relating to the High School Formal market and has been quoted here, and abroad, for 
TV, Radio and Press stories year after year. 
 
He’s spoken on live, national breakfast television as the foremost expert on the subject of school formals, and has run 
workshops on harm minimisation and liability exposure issues at the NSW Secondary Deputy Principal’s Association 
Conference. 
 
Elliot’s proven methodology for teen event management is currently the only model accepted in three states as best 
practice for the industry. I’ve been to events that were conducted without Elliot’s systems, and I’ve been to some that 
he’s supervised personally. I can tell you that the obvious differences are striking. Working without his methodology is 
inviting chaos and disaster. Working within it delivers smooth, fun enjoyable and above all “perfect” results every time. 
 
Elliot currently holds the following related positions… 
 

o Director of Operations for “Prom Night Events” (www.prom.com.au) 
o Media Consultant; Event Manager; Security Consultant for “CPSIIG” (cpsiig.com.au) 
o Research Analyst & Director for “ELK & Sons Consolidated” (elkandsons.com.au) 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Those who know me well will tell you that I call it as I see it and take no prisoners. I write the way I speak, and I pull no 
punches. Some of what you read in the following pages may be somewhat confronting. Some may resonate loudly 
with you, while others will spin your previous thinking upside down. One thing I guarantee, that much of what you 
thought you knew about high school formals is completely inaccurate. My intention here is neither to shock nor offend 
but rather to blow the myth, rumour and supposition away with the rest of the dirt and shine a light right up into the 
dark recesses you’ve been frightened to look into, possibly because you thought you already knew what was there. 
 
I’m not a School Teacher. I am however an experienced trainer and educator in several fields. I’m also a parent and 
watched my two boys go through the tribulations of teen life and high school. Nobody wakes up one morning in their 
youth and decides that they’re going to make a career out of as obscure a micro-niche topic as High School Formals. 
Nevertheless, here I am with almost 30 years of precisely that. It’s definitely been the road less travelled. 
 
When I was a Karate instructor (a story for another time) I never grew tired of watching the look on a student’s face 
when the “penny dropped”. When you have a meeting of minds on a clear idea successfully conveyed and 
understood. The Japanese call this “Isshin Denshin” and there’s no feeling quite like it. 
 
When you collect and compile lots of such moments over a period of years, it cements a 
very human relationship between teacher and student unlike most other types of human 
connections. I know you understand this as an educator. You feel sad when they go. 
 
When at the end of a period of years a Karate student is ready for their Black Belt 
grading, this is the crescendo of all of their effort and mine. The final test of their mettle 
to stride forth with confidence and embrace whatever comes after is quite a big deal.  
 
I’d guess for a high school student, the parallel would be their final exams. As an 
educator, you’ve brought them to this moment and it’s the most important moment in that relationship. 
 
When a grading was done, no matter what the outcome, there was always a celebration. We’d go out somewhere 
nice, share a meal, some music and revel in the achievement we all worked towards as a team. I can’t imagine 
teaching a student for years upon years, then going through their final trial alongside them, then when it comes to 
celebrating their breakthrough, simply turning my back and telling them I want nothing to do with it. It’s something I 
couldn’t do. There’s no sense in it. 
 
Why then do so many School Principals turn their back on the School Formal? It’s the celebration of an achievement 
of many years of continuous schooling and the bond that was created between the students and educators. To want 
nothing to do with them at this stage is an abandonment that can only serve to diminish that relationship. 
 
There is little to lose and so very much to gain from embracing and contributing to this culturally critical moment.  
 
This paper is not designed to “guilt” you into getting more involved than you’re comfortable with. Neither is it designed 
to “scare” you into staying away from formals. What I will endeavour to do here is present the facts, many of which I’m 
certain you weren’t aware, inject some balanced context, and allow you to make your own informed judgements about 
whether or not your school should be involved with formals, and if so, at what level of involvement and due diligence 
you should apply. 
 
When it comes to school formals, I promise you, I’ve seen it all. There’s a treasure-trove of applied knowledge and 
positive results contained within the following pages. Read it all and I guarantee there will be take-away value. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
Elliot 

 
 

much of what you 
thought you 
knew about high 
school formals is 
completely 
inaccurate 
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IMAGINE A SCHOOL BUS 
 
I find when describing complex scenarios, that metaphors assist in punching home important points. I urge you to 
indulge me and follow along. It WILL give you context. 
 
Imagine if you will, a school bus with a driver at the wheel. On first view, the bus is shiny and clean, with a seemingly 
friendly and accommodating driver offering to drive your students to their destination each day. 
 
At face value, no significant issue is obvious. So you take the offer and load your students on board every day.  
 
The ride seems fine so you use that bus service over and over for years. 
 
Eventually there’s a crash and a student is hurt. Questions are asked, and you discover that the driver not only had no 
license, but is in fact an alcoholic and convicted violent criminal, the bus had always been unregistered and uninsured, 
had bald tyres and faulty brakes. That bus and that driver should never have been on the road and weren’t permitted 
to be offering that service, but they sold it anyway – and you bought it, mainly because you didn’t know how to check.  

 
The first thing you’d do is pledge never to use that service again. The 
other thing you’d do is wonder how you ever got scammed into using that 
bus in the first place. The final thing you’d do is structure a procedure for 
checking the next bus service provider you intended to engage. 
 
The LAST thing you’d do is say “Oh we’ve done it this way for years and 
we’ve never had a problem”, then continue using the same service. You 
just wouldn’t do that. It’s not reasonable thinking. 
 
Remember that scenario! 
 

As a consultant, I’ve assessed the school formal plans of many Principals and Deputies over the years. Many of them 
have used venues that had no license to conduct such events. Those venues had provided unqualified staff, none of 
whom had been through WWCC and under-qualified security personnel with no equipment. They’d sent teachers to 
maintain control of the event without any specific knowledge or training and had never done any kind of compliance 
checking on any of the inclusions involved in the package they’d sent students in to consume. They didn’t realise that 
any of these fundamental breaches of compliance rendered the whole event illegal and uninsured with all liability 
exposure falling directly at the feet of the school and its leadership. 
 
When pointing out these shortfalls, the most common response I’ve heard is simply “Oh we’ve done it this way for 
years and we’ve never had a problem”. 
 
I know I’ve sometimes stared at people with mouth open.  
 
In context, there’s no difference between a school bus and a school formal. Both pack a group of teenagers in and 
take them on a journey through potentially dangerous terrain. You’d want whoever is at the wheel to be the most 
competent, qualified and capable for that task. You’d want to know that every possible aspect of it is checked and 
double checked, that it’s safe, that it’s secure and that it’s legally compliant. You’d do this because parents place the 
lives and happiness of their children in your hands. They trust you to deliver. 
 
Not unlike a school bus, if a formal is unsafe and in the hands of the wrong people, two things will happen – 1/ It will 
crash and 2/ You will be responsible. 
 
Am I being melodramatic? Read this whole paper and decide for yourself. 
 
Note: If you have never been involved with formals, and think that this scenario therefore doesn’t apply to 
you, then YOU more than anyone, should continue to read. There are some surprises coming up for you. 

  

Not unlike a school bus, if a 
formal is unsafe and in the 
hands of the wrong people, 
two things will happen – 1/ It 
will crash and 2/ You will be 
responsible. 
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BACKGROUND ON THE ISSUE 
 
Fact - The state government considers “Minors” to be the most “vulnerable members of society”. There is no 
differentiation between newborns and P-platers. 
 
Fact - The state government considers “Licensed Premises” to be the “scariest imaginable environment” for 
those minors. There is no differentiation between a 5-star hotel and a bikies bar. 
 
Fact - The state government considers the placing of the “most vulnerable members of society in the scariest 
imaginable environment”, without loco-parentis, to be the riskiest possible activity. 
 
Have I captured your curiosity? 
 
Three decades ago, the “School Formal” was largely feared as a drunken, lawless free-for-all. School administrators 
were right to run the other way. There was little to gain and much to lose from getting involved with the events. 
Schools & venues knew little about how to organise and run these events, and the kids themselves knew even less. 
Alcoholism was rampant among minors, as was the unsavoury forms of behaviour that often followed along with it. 
 
It wasn’t considered “Good Policy” to condone formals, let alone run them or attend them. 
 
So what’s changed? 
 
Actually – pretty much everything. 
 
Today, the school formal phenomenon is a bona-fide national industry turning over an estimated $3.5 Billion annually 
with an average 5 - 9% increase annually, free of any outside fiscal influences. 
 
The formal-going avatar is a well-defined creature and his or her features may 
initially surprise you. 
 

o 15 to 18 year old demographic 
o Consumer Savvy – understanding the advantages of collective 

buying power and comparative shopping 
o Fashion conscious and on-trend 
o Communications natural. Grown up with internet, software and 

mobile devices 
o Relatively “Straight-Edge”, which means as far as the formal is 

concerned, mostly uninterested in alcohol or anything else that 
will blur or adversely affect the experience of the event 

 
They formulate a mental image of what they want and they’re unwavering and 
uncompromising on their quest to obtain it. They seek permission, guidance 
and assistance to achieve this goal and they’ll get there one way or another, 
with or without that approval or guidance if it’s withdrawn. 
 
Price is no issue, social media driving the “Hollywood” image of glamour, fame, magnificence and announcement of 
their identity to the world. Statistically, over 90% of surveyed year 12 students* confessed that their plans for the 
formal were more immediate, more important and more emotionally dominant in their lives than their final exams or the 
results they achieve. The fact is, at least in the young minds of senior secondary students, the formal has become the 
most significant social event of their lives up to this point.  *(Survey conducted by ELK & Sons Consolidated 2013-2015)

 
The events industry was quick to catch on to the school formal trends, then the media, and eventually the government 
regulators. By the time we’d turned the millennial corner, the school formal had become the most highly regulated and 
scrutinised sector of the events market, and rightly so considering it has long-since overtaken the bridal event market 
in commercial success. Over 150,000 teenagers in Sydney alone will spend over $200 Million on formals this year. 
 
So what are some of those recently recognised regulations? 
 
 

Statistically, over 90% of 
surveyed year 12 students 
confessed that their plans 
for the formal were more 
immediate, more important 
and more emotionally 
dominant in their lives than 
their final exams or the 
results they achieve. The 
fact is, at least in the young 
minds of senior secondary 
students, the formal has 
become the most significant 
social event of their lives up 
to this point. 
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Some you already know such as the “Working With Children Check” (WWCC), where others need to be sought out 
with greater diligence, such as the “Minor’s Functions Authorisation”, which is a permit required by many of the most 
popular formal venues before they’re legally permitted to host a formal, “Workplace Safety Certification” and 
“Responsible Service of Alcohol Accreditation” and of course “Security & Protection Industry Licensing”. Then there 
are the self-imposed regulations, which can be more appropriately described as “policies” by those involved in 
delivering formal events such as “Child Protection Awareness Certification”, “Anaphylaxis (Epipen / Anapen) 
Administration Certification” and “Senior First Aid Certification”. 
 
Yes! It’s a veritable Mount-Everest of compliance. It is however, a great thing in favour of the safety and security of all 
involved, whether attending the event or remotely invested. 
 
The formal, as a bona-fide industry, is no longer a “tin-pot” operation. It’s no longer an unimportant hindrance to study. 
It’s no longer an ignorable annoyance to school administrators. Unlike the old days, it’s now fully legitimate, fully 
loaded and full-steam ahead. It’s now culturally essential and with both mainstream and social media covering it 24/7, 
it’s not going to decline in our lifetime. It also means that there are more eyes on it from every particular angle. 
 

STAKEHOLDERS 
 
There are several stakeholders in school formals, and each has a completely different agenda in mind when they view 
the school formal phenomenon… 
 
The students: 
 
They want their dream event. They will do whatever it takes to achieve it and they’ll get one-shot to make it right. They 
see this as the one time to shine brighter than anyone has ever seen before. They’ve been stuck in a uniform, walking 
the line for most of their life. They’ve had zero opportunity to make their mark in their own fashion without restriction. 
 
This is their moment to dress the way they like, wear hair & makeup in their own style and for once they get to be 
treated like adults and waited on, appreciated and respected. This is how they’ll be remembered by all of their 
classmates for the rest of their lives. It’s also the last time they’ll see most of them and they’ve been through much 
together as a group. 
 
The parents: 
 
They want their child to experience this dream event. They’ll facilitate whatever they can to help them achieve it, 
however they have other issues. 
 
They want to know that their kids will be safe, among people that care for them and protect them, that they’ll be well 
fed, well treated and most of all that they’ll have fun. 
 
The school: 
 
The school administration will of course want the students to have a great time, however their concerns lie in the 
compliance. Concerns include who’s running the event and what safeguards are in place to protect the school. 
Financial liability, civil and legal issues, exposure of the name and reputation of the school may be at risk, and what of 
the department and the hierarchy of the education system. In some instances this can also include the hierarchy and 
policies of the many religious institutions that run many of our schools. 
 
The venues: 
 
They understand the value of this market and they’re pursuing it with proactive vigour. They want access to as many 
teenagers as they can get. Not only because they make money from hosting the events, but because their marketing 
departments understand the power of establishing a brand loyalty with an emerging generation at a time when they’re 
experiencing an emotionally positive time. 
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The suppliers: 
 
Every small to medium enterprise providing adjunct goods and services to the formal, from entertainment to 
decorations, from photography to ticketing, from cakes to ice cream, wants their share of this market, and because 
statistics show that 75% of school formals operate Monday to Thursday, this is good news for suppliers because they 
have a fresh market that doesn’t interfere with traditional core markets operating on weekends. 
 
The government: 
 
The state knows this is all happening. They have forums, inquiries and organised compilations of data with great 
regularity. They’re casting eyes over this with diligence and interjecting with acts of parliament, harm minimisation 
programmes, new regulations, information dissemination programmes and compliance-checking with significant 
involvement. Much of what happens in this area can contain strong election issues. 
 
They want to know that this is all being done according to the law and the best interests of the teenagers. They’re not 
very concerned with much else. 
 
The community: 
 
The community at large has very strong opinions about everything that happens where teens are involved. They may 
not be involved directly but they vote, they complain, they voice their opinions in the media, they speak with or without 
authority and they attract attention to issues, right or wrong, good and bad. 
 
They aren’t so much stakeholders as they are noisemakers. Why they’re important is that they buy the newspapers, 
ring talk-back radio and write to their local members if and when they see anything that they like or don’t like. Without 
them, the whole thing might fly under the radar. 
 
The media: 
 
Media is a business like any other. The more eyes on, the more dollars made. There’s no more elegant a description 
than that. “Never let the facts get in the way of a good story”. The humour is in the truth of that statement. They’re 
waiting, hunting, sniffing and ready to pounce as soon as something juicy presents itself. They’ll throw petrol on any 
spark so they can report the blaze and sell the glory to their sponsors. 
 
I elaborate on this in further pages. 
 
The only choice facing Principals and School Administrators now is whether or not to bite the bullet and get on board. 
This decision, in many instances, will be swayed by the perception of whom, or what entity, would carry the burden of 
liability-exposure in the event of anything going wrong with the event. “Yes or No” depending on “Who and How 
Much”. 
 
The problem with this decision process is the flawed perception of the question, rather than the answer. The truth is 
that no matter whether the school controls the formal, or whether the students are left to their own devices, assuming 
that lifting your hands in the air and denying any permission or involvement with the school formal will protect you and 
your school from legal harm is a classic case of… 
 

OSTRICH MENTALITY ”If I can’t see it, it can’t bite me” 
 
This is potentially the most dangerous and irresponsible mindset to adopt for anyone in a responsible position of 
authority within the school community. I know that’s a harsh statement. Let me clarify this in scenario terms…  
 
Setting the scene… You’re a School Principal and a committee of students approaches you to ask permission and 
assistance to organise a formal. 
 
Scenario 1/ You say Yes. You grant permission. You assign a staff member, or a volunteer parent to take charge. 
You administer everything and even send a delegation of staff down to the event on the night to take part. 
 
The outcome? The school automatically attracts a potential liability exposure. 
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Scenario 2/ You say OK. You grant permission but aside from giving the event your blessing, you assign all 
responsibility for managing and running the event to the student committee. 
 
The outcome? The school automatically attracts a potential liability exposure. 
 
Scenario 3/ You say NO. You grant no permission. You deny all permission for any such event to even take place. 
The school name is not allowed to be used. You threaten the students with expulsion if they have a formal. That’s 
pretty extreme but it’s also very common.  
 
The outcome? The school automatically attracts a potential liability exposure. (What? – Keep reading) 
 
Scenario 4/ In this one, nobody approaches you at all. You become aware that a formal is being planned but you 
decide not to speak about it since you’re not involved and nobody has even mentioned it to you. 
 
The outcome? The school automatically attracts a potential 
liability exposure. (What? – Keep reading) 
 
Scenario 5/ In this one, nobody approaches you at all. You hear, 
know and assume absolutely nothing about a formal. The 
thought never even crosses your mind. 
 
The outcome? The school automatically attracts a potential 
liability exposure. (What? – Keep reading) 
 
Is the outcome beginning to appear repetitive? The fact is that no matter what your position is with regard to the 
formal, hands on, hands off, knowledge, no knowledge, the formal is taking place whether you like it or not and you 
may be in the firing line for liability if it goes badly. 
 
So why is this liability exposure attracted in every case? Surely not even knowing about the existence of a formal 
renders the Principal and the school free of any blame, right? Wrong! 
 
The Department of Education, (whose senior policy people told me this directly, and I’m paraphrasing), considers a 
Principal to be a very senior and highly regarded officer within the education system. Such appointments are made 
only when the Department identifies individuals who have demonstrated superior ability in sound judgement, 
experience and understanding of what constitutes the welfare of students and staff under their supervision. With such 
position comes an equally powerful level of responsibility and expectation of sound execution of these duties. 
 
It is considered a Principal’s JOB to KNOW, or at the very least reasonably assume that a school formal is highly likely 
to take place. A Principal should know precisely how to use readily available resources to learn details of what’s taking 
place and where exposures for problems will manifest. The department has equipped district superintendents with 
literature and resources for Principals to seek concerning these matters. What the department HAS NOT done, is 
make decisions for Principals. The decision rests only with the Principal about whether or not formals are on the 
agenda.  
 
So, even knowing what’s happening, if a Principal says “NO” to a formal and makes certain that the school’s name is 
not mentioned anywhere connected with the event; surely this represents yet another fire-wall between trouble and the 
school, right? Wrong!  
 
Again paraphrasing here but from senior partners of major international law firms that have run multiple year-long 
court cases concerning liability in school formals that have gone off the rails, this advice ensues. Under common law, 
if it can be reasonably well established that a significantly larger portion of the attendees of the formal have in common 
that they all attend the same school, that school can be identified as an invested party in whatever the courts are 
hearing. They automatically attract a liability exposure whether they like it or not. 
 
Surveys have demonstrated* that of all student committees that are denied permission for a formal by their Principals, 
86% of those committees will go ahead and book a formal regardless. They will use the school’s name in the process 
and they will not realise or care about the potential repercussions. They’re focused on a different outcome. 

 *(Survey conducted by ELK & Sons Consolidated 2013-2015)
 

It is considered a Principal’s JOB to 
KNOW, or at the very least 
reasonably assume, that a school 
formal is highly likely to take place 
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When the paperwork comes in, have it presented to you and maybe even throw discussion open to several of  
your trusted staff to make some choices and weigh up the options. 
 
The essential elements of a formal will include the following… 
 
The Venue: (See also “Licensing & Associated Responsibilities” – Page 10) 
 
There are many available but yours will need to be chosen based on several criteria… 
 

o Location, Capacity (maximum possible attendance heads) 
o Minimum attendance heads that they’d be willing to conduct the event for 
o Price per head 
o What catering options they offer 
o Availability on dates that suit you 
o Licenses, permits insurances 
o Contract terms and conditions 

 
Things to watch out for… 
 
You’ll want complete exclusivity to your function space, and things like toilets, outdoor areas, lounge areas and 
anywhere teenagers may potentially mingle with undesirable members of the public, or attendees from other events 
that may be taking place nearby. Your students may be provocatively dressed, or may be viewed as prime candidates 
for drug sellers when attending such events. 
 
Anything the venue offers you, get in writing and read all the fine print. 
Venue packages are notorious for being aimed at teenagers and often 
what’s discussed to achieve a sale over the phone doesn’t manifest on the 
night unless it was promised in writing. 
 
Don’t assume that because the venue is actively offering to conduct your 
formal, that they are properly licensed and certified to do it. Many venue 
licensees, who are the ones aware of what they are permitted and not permitted to sell, are NOT the ones doing the 
selling. Often details of licenses and permits concerning formals don’t filter down to the people on the phones. Make 
sure you you view copies of the venue licenses along with all conditions and appendices.  
 
Check the conditions of their insurances to make sure they’ll cover your type of event. Some won’t. 
 

Licensing & Associated Responsibilities 
 
This section is critical. If you get this part wrong, the rest of your formal plans are irrelevant. 
 
The venue is the foundation slab upon which you build the rest of this event. If the venue is non-compliant, you’re 
building a house of cards. It may stand and wobble a little but if even the slightest thing goes wrong, crash! 
 
Get comfortable because this section is a little tedious and we need to drill in quite a bit to get to the juice. 
 
In NSW there are several types of function venue categories, and the government assesses those venues for liquor 
licensing, granting the appropriate license for both the premises and the activities they intend to conduct. It’s a 
complex and convoluted process and equally difficult to understand. It took me years of consulting to get my head 
around how this works. 
 
Now when I mention “Liquor Licensing” I don’t mean for you to discount that as irrelevant to you if your formals are 
expected to be alcohol-free. That’s an easy supposition to make but it’s contrary to the facts. Whether or not your 
formal has booze does NOT dictate whether the venue’s license conditions are appropriate for your event the way you 
think they would. 
 
 
 

If the venue doesn’t have 
this permit, they’re not 
permitted under the law to 
conduct formals at all… 
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Formals mostly take place in the following venue types… 
 

o Hotels & Clubs 
o Privately Owned Function Centres & Vessels (boats) 

 
There are many other venue types and corresponding license types, such as restaurants and public entertainment 
venues etc but formals rarely, if ever, occur in places like that. Each of the venues that do host formals requires a 
totally different license and each license type has different allowances, and more importantly restrictions, where 
formals are concerned. 
 
Hotels & Clubs operate under a license that requires an additional special permit in order to conduct school formals. 
That’s known as a “Minor’s Functions Authorisation” (MFA). If the venue doesn’t have this permit, they’re not 
permitted under the law to conduct formals at all, or in fact any event where a minor may possibly attend without loco-
parentis. 
 
If they do have this permit in place, you’re entitled to ask to see it. Under this permit there can be no alcohol served to 
any person, regardless of age, parents & teachers included. There are certain exemptions available at certain venues 
if the formal is being run by a properly authorised Professional Agency, however these are rare and very specific. On 
events under a MFA permit, there can be no pass-outs and only ages 15+ may attend. 
 
Under this model, all formals MUST be conducted under “Pre-Sold” tickets. The tickets need to have all of the function 
details clearly outlined, along with the rules of entry or the conditions of the event. There MUST be a written register 
kept of the attendees of such formals and those records must be maintained for Police to inspect at any later date. 
These sorts of regulations are non-negotiable under state law. 
 
The majority of hotels are in the 4 and 5 star category and are often internationally branded hotel chains that you know 
and respect. These types of venues are highly recommended because they have superior health & safety standards, 
great evacuation and emergency procedures and well-trained and experienced staff. The quality of what they offer is 
the highest you can find and they deliver on their promises. These are my most highly recommended venues. 
 
Clubs usually fall into the 2 and 3 star category and although are priced accordingly, they fall a little short on 
procedures, training and safety in comparison to hotels. I really place these more in the following group than the 
previous. 
 
Private Function Centres & Vessels operate under different classes of “On Premises” licenses. There exist few 
restrictions under those licenses, there are no minor’s function’s permits required and alcohol can be served.  Most 
venues in this category, as observed in my direct experience, use under-trained and inexperienced labour, adhere to 
few of the necessary rules and regulations, cut corners on quality control where ever possible, have little or no safety 
plans in place and operate a “cookie-cutter” approach to selling formals. They’re usually cheaper but you really do get 
what you pay for. These are the types of venues that I advise you should avoid. 
 
The Security: (Also See “Teachers are not Guards” on page 15) 
 
Whether security is provided as part of your venue package, or independantly acquired, the same rules apply. They 
must be properly licensed, certified and insured (separately) to conduct these types of events. 
 
The guards need to be dressed, trained and equipped properly to deal with the types of issues likely to come up when 
dealing with excited teens.  
 
My recommendation for security entry procedures are well published but here’s a summary… 
 

o Breath testing 
o Drug testing 
o Metal detection 
o Bag searches 
o Visual checks of pocket contents (airport tray style) 
o Thermal imaging (for the detection of contraband conceiled inside clothing) 
o Electronic validation of tickets 
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If your security provider can’t provide these things, it’s fair to question whether they’re qualified and competent for this 
task. This is the minnmum I insist on for all of my events and a well-practiced crew of the right number of guards  
can administer up to 1,000 guests through this procedure smoothly in less than 40 minutes.  
 
Make sure you have at least one female guard in the team to deal with sensitive female issues and for checking 
toilets.  
 
Of course security costs need to be added into the mix. 
 
Things to watch out for… 
 
The state sets a minimum requirement of 1 guard per 100 attendees. While I applaud the Government for setting 
some kind of requirement minimum, this is farcical as a guide. You must consult with the security provider to conduct 
an inspection of the venue, write a detailed Security Risk Assessment Report and a corresponding Security Action 
Plan as a solution to that report. The average school formal attendance is 200 guests. That means that by the 
Governments recommendation you’d need only 2 guards. You may find that to provide effective security coverage 
suited to the venue environment, that you may need 4, or even as many as 8 or 10 guards to do the job. This is NOT 
the area of the package that you want to compromise based on cost. 
 
The Entertainment: 
 
A properly equipped Disc Jockey is the likely choice of the teens. As with anything else, there is compliance to be 
aware of.  
 
Equipment used must be approved and marked with the Australian Manufacturers logos, or other authority approval 
markings for imported equipment. Every mains-power carrying cable must be tested and tagged and the tags must be 
valid and current. Make certain that a light show is part of the package as sometimes they charge extra for these. 
 
Things to watch out for: 
 
DJ’s should be able to demonstrate the right experience and be approved by the chosen venue. It is my strong 
recommendation that you DO NOT permit DJ students from within the year to perform at the formal, no matter how 
popular they are. It is my experience that this never works well and they seldom have compliant and reliable 
equipment. A DJ company is better as they’ll have redundancies in place for both equipment and staff in case of 
failures. 
 
A Qualified MC: 
 
If you pack 200 excited teenagers in a room together and just set them loose, well, you can imagine the utter chaos 
that ensues. This is an event that, like any other, needs structure and a clear leader to facilitate that structure. 
 
The Master of Ceremony can be anyone with the right presentation skills, however it should also be someone who 
understands banquet operations and the running order of the various events that need to take place, on time, in order 
and how they impact on each other, and therefore the smoothness of the event. 
 
My experience is that no venue package includes an MC but they are available independantly. A wedding MC would 
be a good fit. 
 
The rest of the inclusions are a matter of choice. These will be things like photography, decoration, giftware, special 
incidental entertainment and a variety of other features that ebb and flow in and out of popularity with teens from year 
to year. These elements are all incidental and non-essential to the event, however will give the formal some form of 
signature colour / flavour that the year group will like. 
 
As with anything, all inclusions that you seek and acquire for your formal must come with the corresponding Hazard 
Identification documents, insurances, licenses and permits for compliance. You must acquire and inspect them all 
before deciding which ones may be eligible to be included. 
 
These are the bases you need to cover. Each inclusion, person, product, service, promise that is perused must be 
checked for compliance and documentation is the key to risk management. 
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3/ Cover those bases with proper due diligence 
 
Once you’ve compiled what will probably be a full archive box of papers, it’s time to go through them very carefully. 
You’ll find that the elimination process is quite swift. If you follow these tips, you’ll be able to spot glaring deficiencies 
pretty easily and you’ll get that list of options down to something workable in no time. 
 
Once you have your final options that make the cut, see if you might need any supporting documents from any of them 
with which to make your decisions. 
 
Don’t be dismissive of this part of the process. Consider that the average attendance is 200 guests and the average 
ticket price is around $130. That’s $26,000.00 that someone’s going to sign contracts for. If it’s not right, that person is 
ultimately responsible for that cost. With a diverse range of inclusions and high attendance lists, some of my formals 
have routinely exceeded $80,000.00 in cost. At these kinds of costs, you’d want to be pretty sure that all the details 
are properly examined. 
 
The biggest cost is going to be the venue package. This is going to come with some hefty contract terms and 
conditions. The more there are, generally the safer the venue. Any venue that offers you half a dozen lines on a page 
without all of the key elements of a binding agreement should be viewed with extreme suspicion and ultimately 
avoided. Remember that a contract is packed with features that fairly protect the entitlements and rights of BOTH 
parties. That shouldn’t be feared, it should be embraced. 
 
If your school has a legal department or advisor, this would be a good time to involve them in the process. 
 

STAY ON TARGET 
 
Students will come up aith all kinds of elements that they want to include in their formal package. This is great 
enthusiastic energy to be welcomed, however, you should be mindful that not everything will be possible or practical. 
Some things will cost too much, some may be unworkable in terms of time or space, while others yet may horrify 
either venues or insurers. 
 
The main thing to keep in mind is not to be too instantly dissmissive of anything and simply apply the same formula for 
acquiring appropriate estimates, documentation of compliance and doing the same due dilligence to qualify each 
offering.You can’t make any changes to the package that involve ticket price changes after tickets are already on sale 
so all of these decisions must be final and binding before you execute the event into sales mode. 

 
DUTY OF CARE What you thought you knew! 
 
This is the section you should prepare to be challenged on everything you assumed. 
 
What You Probably Thought: If the school plans and books the formal into a popular venue, every student attending 
the event comes under the school’s duty of care. The school is wholly responsible for the safety and security of each 
attendee travelling to and from the formal and for every moment during the event. Under this duty of care, school staff 
members need to attend and assume responsibility for the movements and behaviour of the guests, keep a register of 
who attends and when they arrive, and ultimately make all judgement calls about who can come and go, what they 
bring with them and how they conduct themselves while on site. 
 
WRONG! Which part? ALL OF IT! 
 
A School’s Duty of Care only applies to students when in either of two cases –  
 
1/ On school premises or  
 
2/ Outside when on a curriculum-based excursion with parental permission granted. 
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School formals on third-party premises are exempt from both of these conditions so the school has no  
“Duty of Care” at all. This is different from “Liability Exposure”. 
 
 
Under the circumstances within which most school formals take place, school staff are actually forbidden (legally) from 
conducting any form of security or control over the behaviour of attendees at formals (outside the school premises). 
Those duties rest with the operators of the event and the venue. 
 
“Doesn’t the school have to have staff present at all formals?” 
 
No. In fact it’s not a requirement under the law at all. The venue and organisers are providing ample legal supervision 
to cover state requirements. School representatives don’t need to attend at all. If school staff do attend the formal, 
they are considered to be, for all intents and purposes, no different to any other ticket-holding guest. They have no 
higher station, no greater rights, no exemption to rules or laws, are subject to direction by security & venue staff and 
hold no special privilege. On the positive side, they likewise also attract no responsibility and no expectation. 
 

TEACHERS & PARENTS ARE NOT GUARDS 
 
Because there is no duty of care, and school staff members & parents have no greater power or responsibility than 
ordinary guests, this also means that they cannot take on normal directing roles, as they might at school or home. 
That is to say, no checking of lists, no direction of the movements of people in or out of the venue, no forbidding of 
access to anyone trying to go into or out of any area, no decision-making about who is granted or denied entry. No 
disciplining anyone in any way, shape or form whatsoever.  
 
All of these roles and activities that I’ve described above, whilst during the normal course of a teacher’s school day on 
school premises, or for parents while at home, sounds like (and is) part of a normal job done by teachers and parents 
every day. So why should the formal be any different? 
 
One important factor flips the switch here. “On Third Party Premises”.  
 
When on site at a venue where a formal is being conducted, the moment you cross the threshold onto the premises, 
all of these roles, jobs and activities become the exclusive domain of Licensed Security Operatives and Venue 
Management.   

 
Teachers & Parents are not legally qualified, nor permitted, to 
conduct any of these roles. 
 
 
In order for Security Guards to conduct these roles, they should be 
appropriately licensed by the state, certified and accredited in the 
various mandatory disciplines for first aid, search & seizure, RSA, 
crowd control, evacuation and emergency procedures, be 
independently insured and must display some of these credentials 
visibly.  
 

Guards must register these credentials with the on-site manager of Security Operations representing the venue, and 
the company providing the guards must also register their “Master” license with the venue management. If specialist 
equipment is used, there needs to be a properly formatted procedure written by a Security Equipment Specialist 
(which requires a different class of security license from the state). The guards need to go through a properly 
formatted induction and examination process before being qualified to use that equipment.  
 
In order for any of this to happen, there must be a contact executed between the security provider and the client 
(being either the school, venue or event manager) specifying the precise details of that particular event. 
 
It’s a huge list of compliance surrounding this small portion of the event plan, however getting any of this wrong can be 
your undoing if any incident takes place. When you take these details into account, it becomes very apparent why the 
state forbids the under-qualified to undertake these roles. 

  

school staff are actually forbidden 
(legally) from conducting any form 
of security or control over the 
behaviour of attendees at formals 
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That any local Police commander can tell me what the facts are concerning formals and the law 
 
MYTH! 
While I have the utmost respect for Police, school formals span and touch several complex pieces of state legislation, 
some of which weren’t written or intended to overlap in the real world, many of which seldom, if ever, require the 
intervention of Police. Police aren’t generally trained, or experienced, in the intricacies of all of the relevant legislative 
acts, least of all how they affect, and sometimes contradict or conflict with, each other in the school formal 
environment. 
 
Some Licensing Division Commanders in the Police are reasonably well-versed in the Liquor Act and the Security & 
Protection Industry Act well enough to give you a very broad overview of whether or not a venue or a security provider 
is properly licensed to conduct a school formal, however, when it comes to anything more complex than that, they’d be 
taking a rather over- confident and authoritative-sounding stab in the dark about much else. 
 
It is my strong advice that when seeking proper information, 
schools should consult the various government departments 
directly and acquire the latest Fact Sheets. Fact Sheets are great 
because they break down the legal jargon of Parliamentary Acts 
into relatively succinct plain English and remove much of the 
opportunity for skewed interpretation of the law normally granted 
by convoluted language. 
 
That the venue is entitled to demand a “Damage Bond, which can be held over until after the event 
 
MYTH! 
If any venue is demanding any form of “bond” from you, view this venue with great suspicion. Such bonds are not legal 
and a venue that demands one is probably scamming you and there’s a chance you’ll never see that money again.  
 
Bonds are the bastion of rental property, NOT function venues. If you take a lease on a unit, house or commercial 
premises for 6, 12 or 24 months to occupy permanently and continuously during that time, a bond is payable, however 
that bond MUST be lodged with the NSW Rental Bond Board in trust. At the conclusion of the lease, and only if you 
vacate, both the owner AND the tenant have equal right to claim the bond from this independent third-party authority 
by providing documented evidence of entitlement to it. This involves a process of the opposing side having the 
opportunity to challenge the claim and make counter-claim on those funds by producing their own documented 
evidence. The venue model of taking a few thousand dollars up front and giving all or part of it back to you after the 
formal is over does NOT fit this legal process and is not enforceable under the laws of this state. 
 
When you book a function venue, there is a reasonable expectation of “reasonable wear & tear” on the property that is 
assumed by venue owners, and they are NOT entitled, under any act, to demand any bond amount. If they did, it 
would have to follow the same rules as the Rental Bond Board dictates. 
 
Most venues do however ask for, and are entitled to, a booking deposit, which is only a down-payment on the 
predicted overall amount that will eventually be payable for the event, and it MUST come off that full amount. This 
deposit CANNOT be held until after the event. It must be taken off the final invoice. If it’s held until afterwards, it 
begins to resemble a bond, and again, not permitted. 
 
That because one venue is selling alcohol at formals, that this same rule applies to all venues. 
 
MYTH! 
Different venue types possess different licenses and those have different regulations. If you can have a cash bar at a 
formal on a boat, the natural supposition is that you can have it in a 5 Star hotel ballroom. That’s not true.  
 
Why Myths are dangerous 
 
The danger aint in what I don’t know. It’s what I know for sure that just aint so – Dr Phil 
 
School formals are a pretty irresponsible place to assume anything. What you might reasonably assume is the case, 
or even what used to be the case, probably isn’t the way it is now. Check and double-check.  
Then when you’re done, check again!  

Police aren’t generally trained, or 
experienced, in the intricacies of all 
of the relevant legislative acts 
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PRE-FORMAL DRINKS AND THE AFTER PARTY 
 
There is a peripheral set of events that nowadays flank the formal-proper. The “Pres” and “Afters” are what I describe 
as “hanger-on” events that we can neither ignore nor dismiss. Like the formal, they’re here to stay and we can either 
embrace and steer them, or we can run the risk of them going wrong and reflecting poorly on the school. 
 
Admittedly as an educator, these additional flanking events are far further removed from connection to the school than 
formals, and as such attract significantly less control from you, however what goes on at these events may be 
somewhat influenced by how you approach them, and regardless of whether or not you had anything to do with 
running them, like the formal, if the media and the community catch wind of any misadventure and append it to the 
school name, the result is the same. As an educator, information and communication is your strongest weapon here. I 
urge you to make use of that. 
 
Setting the scene for the “Pre’s”: 
 
The formal is booked and ready to go. The teens have spent most of the day preparing clothes, hair, makeup, etc. 
They’re not expected at the venue until 7 pm.  
 
This is a very common time for parents to be excited about their kids dressing up and looking like adult versions of 
themselves for the first time. They will doubtless be a part of this preparation process and will also want opportunities 
to take photos and live vicariously for a few moments through their kids. 
 
In most instances there will be a gathering organised at someone’s home. A parent will volunteer their home for a 
“Pre-Drinks” in the late afternoon, the teens will gather there and indulge in a champagne or two, possibly with Mum or 
Dad present, take a few photos and be picked up in limousines from there for their excited ride to the formal venue. 

 
It’s a really cute part of the process, and popular culture has 
entrenched this portion of the formal into this generation. 
 
When described in this clinical way, it all seems rather benign and 
innocent, however there is some serious legal undertow present 
that can be problematic and needs to be addressed with some 
effort on detail. 
 

I know this is tedious but you should be aware of this issue and how it can indirectly and adversely affect you and your 
school. You do have a role to play in this issue. 
 
Recently (2012) the NSW Legislative Assembly called together a lengthy set of hearings into the Liquor Act with a 
view to gauging the state of community standards and making recommendations for whatever legislative updates were 
needed. The chairman of the Social Policy Committee conducting the inquiry was The Hon. Bruce Notley-Smith, State 
Member for Coogee, and the panel was made up of a dozen or so sitting members. There were several experts called 
in to give data, evidence, recommendations and other submissions, from a variety of organisations, some government, 
some charity or community. I was called upon by the Committee to represent the private sector, where I submitted 
several educational recommendations, 3 of which were subsequently added to the liquor act’s amendments. 
 
There was a heavy emphasis on underage drinking issues and how best to deal with them. Much of the data provided 
shed light on one glaring deficiency in community perception of teenagers and alcohol. It all pointed to parents and 
their misinterpretation of their rights to serve alcohol to minors, under the act. Basically the public were unaware of the 
real limits of the liquor laws and were breaking them without knowing it.  
 
Under the law, it’s perfectly legal for a parent to introduce alcohol to their own minor child in the safety of their home. 
This is about where the public’s wish for clarification ends. This section of the act was written and the spirit of it 
intended for parents to teach the proper administration of alcohol such as the correct wine for a meal or the 
appropriate volume of beer for a body type. There are very clear restrictions however.  
 
1/ Only the Loco Parentis to the minor may serve that alcohol. You can’t give permission for some else’s child to drink 
in your home without their own parent present and supervising. 
 
2/ If a minor has consumed alcohol at home, they are NOT permitted out in public after that. They are to stay home. 

Basically the public were unaware 
of the real limits of the liquor laws 
and were breaking them without 
knowing it. 
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3/ If a minor has been granted permission for a small volume of alcohol in the home, this does NOT extend beyond the 
home as a “green light” to drink elsewhere, even if “permission” is granted by the parent. They have no such right of 
permission. 
 
4/ The very last place that a minor may possibly appear after having consumed ANY volume of alcohol, no matter who 
served it to them, is at the door of licensed premises, like formal venues. 
 
These are undisputable facts of law. The only thing you can do as an educator is educate. You well know that 
sometimes getting a change in behavior or mindset with students is a matter of educating their parents. This is one of 
those issues where parents should be the targets mainly because they’re the unwitting, and unfortunately sometimes 
fully aware, worst offenders. 
 
I cannot recount how many times I’ve seen 16 year old girls, dressed provocatively, presenting themselves at the door 
of a 5-Star Hotel Ballroom, blowing Blood / Alcohol Content readings of 0.18% and beyond, unable to stand 
unassisted, in possession of six-packs of alco-pops. When set aside and questioned about where they obtained the 
alcohol, the answer often came back “It’s OK really, Mum said it was fine”. When I’ve called to talk to parents, the 
response has often been “They’re just Bacardi Breezers. What’s your problem?”. The problem, madam, is that alco-
pops are full of hard spirit liquor and your daughter is drunk and has just peed herself. 
 
If we’re going to have an impact on underage drinking, we have to start at the top with those who are misinterpreting 
the law and administering their own brand of it. 
 
I’ve fielded many written complaints from parents over the years questioning my decisions to put their kids into taxis 
and send them home, or in extreme cases into ambulances and send them to hospital. The one line I frequently see 
written, infuriates me beyond measure… 
 
“Being drunk at your formal is normal. I did it at my formal. Why can’t you let them have their right-of-
passage?” 
 
Being drunk at your formal is NOT normal. It’s illegal and irresponsible. A parent having done it as a teen is in no way 
any kind of justification for it. Most of all, the “right-of-passage” line is what gets me angry most of all. 
 
As a teacher, you’d know that it’s not “RIGHT” of passage, it’s “RITE” of passage. You’ve probably taught the 
importance of spelling, grammar and punctuation on understanding the meaning of the words.  
 
Let’s eat Grandma. Let’s eat, Grandma. 
 
What is this thing called love? What is this thing, called “love”? What is this thing called, love? 
 
What’s that in the road a head? What’s that in the road ahead? What’s that in the road, a head? 
 
A “right” is an undeniable entitlement. A “rite” is a ceremonious act to mark a coming of age. They are not the same 
thing and parents think they mean that teenagers have an entitlement to be drunk at the formal to mark their 
adulthood. 
 
Spelling has never been more important. 
 
The reality of the scenario is never going to match the written law exactly. The human factors will always play a part, 
however the “Pre’s” don’t have to be an exercise in “loading” before going to the formal. Good education and 
information will help to steer it to what it should be, a sip of champagne with Mum and Dad for a photo. 
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Setting the scene for the “Afters”: 
 
The formal is drawing to a close. They’ve been on their best behaviour while cameras were trained on them, but now 
is their chance to cut-loose and expend that teen energy the way they really want to. 
 
There are only two kinds of after party events… 
 
1/ The ones in someone’s private home, or 
 
2/ The ones in licensed premises, usually nightclubs, bars and so forth. 
 
Again, there’s not a lot of control to be applied to either but good information lends itself to better decisions. 
 
In scenario 1, in the home, this is OK for all ages to attend, however if minors intend to drink alcohol, their parents 
must be present to supervise. (Not a likely scenario). At worst, parents should be on call and ready to leap into action 
if they get a phone call. Someone hosting the event should know who to call for everyone attending. That would be 
great in a perfect world. Although this scene is hardly ideal, at least they’re not out in the world and they’re contained. 
 
In scenario 2, the danger here is that this event is not supposed to be open to all ages. There’s no such thing as an 
after party that ends before midnight. In NSW no minor is permitted to be on licensed premises after midnight under 
ANY circumstances. That’s why this one should be an over 18 year event, and everyone underage is supposed to go 
straight home, full stop! 
 
If a venue of any license type is selling after party packages involving wrist-bands to identify who is over or under 18 
for alcohol service purposes, that’s already a red flag that the event is illegal and the venue is in breach of their license 
restrictions. You can’t sell a method of identifying minors when no minors are permitted on site by law. That’s a legal 
contradiction and anyone doing it is a scoundrel. 
 
There are reputable venues and agencies organising bona-fide and legal after party events if you feel inclined to ask 
and guide your students on this subject, which I do recommend you do. Again you can’t apply the brakes to this issue, 
but you can help steer a safer route. 
 

PROFESSIONAL FORMAL AGENCIES 
 
As with any phenomenon that evolves into a bona-fide industry, the moment there’s a set of problems to navigate, 
there will always be the emergence of specialists who offer solutions. Ten years ago we didn’t have smart-phones yet 
today there are thousands of companies specialising in mobile digital marketing strategies. 
 
There’s nothing wrong with this of course, however as should be expected, when the good guys come out to play the 
game, the bad guys also appear and want a share. You should be very mindful of the faux experts masquerading as 
real experts.  
 
Black Hats are those who generally seek the commercial aspects of formal work but do so without any of the equally 
important attention given to compliance. I know that all sounds overly melodramatic but many school formal “faux” 
agencies are actually quite ruthless in their quest for dollars over safety. 
 
There are several ways to identify whether you’re dealing with a “White Hat” or a “Black Hat” agency. 
 
Check their corporate history.  
 
This can be as simple as running their name or ABN through the online ASIC registers to see if they have a bona-fide 
commercial history without any Trade Practices breaches or government actions against them. 
 
Check the Venues they’re claiming to represent. 
 
A bona-fide agency selling formals will be officially partnered with legitimate venues. If the venues are openly named 
on the agencies marketing materials (such as web sites), this is a good sign. If the actual logos and images of those 
venues are advertised, this is even better. This shows that the venues have granted written authorisation for the 
agency to represent them commercially. If you choose one of these venues through an agency for your formal,  
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you should call the function or events department of that venue and check that the agency is actually known to them, 
authorised to represent them and you can even ask their recommendation on how well the agency usually performs. 
 
Conversely, if the identities and logos of the venues are being hidden or unnamed, you have spotted a faux. 
 
Ask for their Certification and Accreditation documents in all the areas that concern you. 
 
This should be Security Action Plans, Hazard Identifications, Harm Minimisation plans, Public Liability Insurance etc. If 
they plead ignorance on any of these sorts of documents - you’ve spotted a faux. 
 
Ask for Testimonials from other school officials that have used their service for at least 5 years in a row. 
 
These can be checked with a simple phone call to a colleague in another school to verify the truth of any claim and to 
get some background on what they’re experiencing with that agency, good and bad. 
 

AGENCY GOOD – SELF WORK BAD 
 
Formals are harder to organise than weddings. That’s a fact. I can hear your mind clicking as you challenge that 
thought. Let’s go through it together.  
 
Statistically the average wedding in Sydney is 120 heads with a bridal party of 6. The normal accoutrements are meal, 
music, flowers, cake, photographer and place cards. That’s about the extent of it. Dresses, suits, hair, makeup, 
limousines and additional photography are all limited to the bridal party. The rest of the guests are on their own for all 
of that. 
 
Statistically the average school formal in Sydney is 200 heads. 
Everyone on the guest list is in the “bridal party” so they all need 
dresses, suits, hair, makeup, limousines and extra photography.  
 
In addition there will be many more inclusions in a formal package 
than the average wedding. Weddings don’t usually have gelato bars, balloons, photo booths, fairy-floss machines, 
slushy machines and other such inclusions that are all common at formals all the time. 
 
The most critical difference is that a wedding is seldom full of minors without parents and the bridal couple pay for the 
guests so there’s no legal compliance issues about venue licenses or unaccompanied minors, there’s no chasing of 
ticket moneys from guests and there’s no security attending to keep the peace. 
 
It’s when you see these differences for what they are that it becomes obvious why formals cost more than weddings 
and with the volume and complexity of them, why they turn over more money as an industry. 
 
Anyone who has ever planned a wedding will tell you that it’s almost a full time job for at least a year of lead time. 
 
Statistically the average 5 student formal committee will take an average of 10 hours of work each for every hour of 
the formal’s duration. That’s 50 hours each, which is 250 hours of students with their noses in formal plans and not in 
text books approaching their exam times. Nobody wants that. 
 
If appointing a Teacher or Year Group Advisor to assist in this huge task, which I wholeheartedly recommend, this kind 
of time-hungry activity will also have negative impact on their work and home life. 
 
Again, don’t be worried about this. 740 formals happen every year in Sydney and nobody’s died from over-planning 
yet. It is an issue that needs a solution though. 
 
Statistically, a formal planned with the assistance of a reputable formal planning agency has numbers that look more 
agreeable. 10 Hours for a teacher and around 3 hours each for the student committee members to get everything 
done. The agencies do the rest and it can sometimes shave quite a bit off the cost of the tickets too. In most cases 
agencies have superior buying power for venues and suppliers and can pass savings on that you’d never get by trying 
to plan this yourself. This of course applies only to the real agencies, and not the faux agencies discussed earlier. 
 

Formals are harder to organise than 
weddings 
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SHONKY OPERATORS They’re out there! 
 
The “White Hat / Black Hat” phenomenon isn’t limited to venues and agencies. There are serious professional scam 
artists who have immersed themselves into this lucrative sector of the market. 
 
I’ve encountered some of the best in the business personally and I make it my business to partner with the authorities 
to weed them out where ever possible. I use the word “weed” because when we manage to shut one down, its mere 
minutes before 3 more pop up. Where there’s money, there’s organised crime under the surface. School formals, by 
their nature, seem cute and fun but like any industry, if there’s a way to make a fast, slick buck, you can bet your 
school’s reputation that they’re looking right at you as you’re reading this. 
 
To the scammer, the perfect target avatar looks like this… 
 

o 16-17 Years Old 
o Metropolitan school 
o School doesn’t have anything to do with the formal 
o Probably a single student or part of only a small committee of less than 3 people 
o Very active on social media 
o Operates internet almost entirely on a mobile device 

 
These metrics, believe it or not, are all easily available online for free to any tech-savvy person. 
 
These scammers will pinpoint these inexperienced teenagers and employ several well-conceived strategies to coax 
them into any one of many different scams. 
 
The “Not Do The Formal” scam. 
 
This is where the scammer offers a major popular venue, like a city branded hotel for an outrageously cheap price.  
 
The students apply, the scammer arranges a meeting in the lobby of the hotel. The kids turn up. They take them on a 
walk around all the public areas of the venue, lobby, pre-function lounge areas, if a ballroom is available, they’ll walk 
right in, if not, they’ll open the door and give them a peek inside. All of this is done wandering freely around the 
property because these are all unrestricted spaces.  
 

All the while, the scammer pretends that they somehow work with, 
or represent, the hotel. The kids have no reason to dispute this 
and are more focused on, and distracted by the amazing 
surroundings. 
 
They sit back in the lobby, maybe even have some drinks, and 
discuss all the additional features of the package. Again, it’s all 
really inexpensive compared to any other research they may have 
done. The scammer tells them that there’s only one date available 
so they can only have it if they agree on the spot. So they agree to 
take the package. The sale is made. 
 

The scammer then hands over a large pile of specially printed envelopes. The envelopes are then handed out at 
school to everyone in the year group. The printed parts of each envelopes are forms that need to be filled out with 
every attending student’s personal details, name, email address, mobile number, social media identity – everything. 
Then they’re supposed to place the ticket money inside, seal the envelope and give it back to the committee member. 
 
When they’ve collected all the money and envelopes, they call the scammer who comes and picks them all up. 
 
On the day of the formal, all the nicely dressed students arrive at the venue to discover that there’s no booking. The 
hotel has never heard of the scammer company and there’s no formal. The phone number and email address of the 
scammer is by this time disconnected and they realise that there’s no documentation that connects anyone to 
anything. The money is gone, and so is any chance of re-booking a formal anywhere at this late stage. 
 
 

These scammers will pinpoint these 
inexperienced teenagers and 
employ several well-conceived 
strategies to coax them into any 
one of many different scams 
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As if this isn’t bad enough, the scammer gets a second bite of the cherry by selling the database of everyone’s 
personal details to offshore marketing companies so the students spend the next year being bombarded with 
marketing offers that remind them of the rip off they were victims of. 
 
The “Not Pay For The Formal” scam. 
 
This is where the scammer offers a major popular venue, like a city branded hotel for an outrageously cheap price, 
however the scam takes a different direction.  
 
The exact same process is followed, however he does book the venue on the correct date. He doesn’t book it as a 
formal however, he books it as a corporate party under his fictitious company name so there’s no compliance checks 
and little regulation to look at. 
 
He books DJ’s, photographers, security guards, decorators, the whole deal. 
 
On the night, the venue doesn’t realise it’s a formal until all the guests are seated, by which time it’s too late. The 
scammer hasn’t attended so he’s nowhere to be seen. 
 
The formal goes ahead and the students have a nice time, however, when nobody is paid, the venue and all the 
suppliers come to the school seeking payment and civil claims start happening all over the place. 
 
The extra slap in the face is that the scammer uses the photos that were taken at this formal to sell other formals. 
 
The “Photography” Scam. 
 
This is where rogue photography companies troll social media to 
discover the location and dates of formals around the city. They 
show up at the entrance to the venues and snap all kinds of 
photos of the students as they get out of their limousines and meet 
up out the front of the venue.  They delay them intentionally by 
pretending to be the official photographers for the formal when the 
REAL photographers are waiting for them inside the venue. 
 
They hand out business cards to everyone they take photos of. Later they post all the unauthorised photos on a web-
based gallery without anyone’s consent and charge people to buy the downloads. 
 
The worst part is that the students don’t know the difference and just want the shots so they pay. Meantime nobody 
buys the photos from the actual photographer who was authorised for the job and all the images are out in the world 
unrestricted.  
 
The “Venue” scams. 
 
Scammers aren’t limited to unauthorised activities. The less prestigious venue operators are equally guilty of 
scamming students. We see this on “budget” venues and function centres every year. 
 
They market pictures of harbour views and show the students big beautiful ballrooms with picture windows. They offer 
them menus containing things like “Seafood Cocktails” and “Braised Angus Beef”, but when the students arrive, 
they’re shuffled off to a smaller room out the back somewhere and presented fish fingers and sausages.  
 
If you read the fine print on their booking papers, you’ll see that they reserve the right to switch rooms and substitute 
menu items however they please. When they see that the school is not involved, they know that no adults will attend 
and they invoke these conditions so that they can re-sell the better offerings to someone else. 
 
The other thing venues like this are very frequently guilty of is “bumping”. This is again mentioned in the fine print but 
what it means is that they’ll take your booking and payments but if they get a better offer, they can either bump your 
formal to a later date, or cancel it altogether. In either case, it will always be done at a time when it’s far too late  
to switch to another venue and you’ll have zero chance of getting any refunds. 
 

It will always be done at a time 
when it’s far too late to switch to 
another venue and you’ll have zero 
chance of getting any refunds. 
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THE MEDIA IS WATCHING 
 
When I was in broadcast media, we had a weekly news cycle and a story that happened today was OK to sit on for a 
few days to get all the facts before announcing, unless it was absolutely life-changing. 
 
Nowadays we have a 24 hour news cycle and the population accesses it through 20 different digital media at once. It’s 
driven by content content content and however slow a news day it is, you can count on journalists and anchors over-
sensationalising it in order to fill their sensationalism and immediacy quotas for one news cycle. 
 
I was watching Nine News this morning and two things struck me that seem to have manifested very recently… 
 
1/ The lead story in every hourly bulletin is framed as “BREAKING NEWS”, even if it happened overnight and is long 
since over. 
 
2/ Ordinary car crashes, which never ever qualified as news unless multiple people were killed, that took place 
overnight seem to dominate the reports and on site journalists always get interview grabs with local residents who 
didn’t see anything. 
 
This seems quite comical from a news standpoint, however this need for content and over-dramatisation of trivial 
stories brings about a dangerous animal that lurks in the darkness.  
 
School formals are a very visual spectacle and whatever goes wrong concerning them always attracts immediate 
attention, with spotlights firmly planted on schools with logos and names plainly visible. 
 

I receive requests for interviews on pretty much every medium 
every season and the slant is most often “What’s going wrong? 
What stories can you tell us about the negatives?” It seems that 
feel good stories are limited to baby pandas and waterskiing dogs, 
and placed at the end of news hours. Only the really bad stuff 
grabs the headlines and sells space. That’s where they want 
formals to appear. We can’t give them that material but if you’re not 
vigilant, they’ll hunt it down and one morning you’ll turn up at work 
finding a news crew waiting to chase you through your car park. 
 

If you’re in the private school sector, this kind of adverse publicity damages community confidence, which equates to 
reduced enrollments and reduced donations, which equates to loss of economic viability to provide resources, or to 
even survive as a school. 
 
If in the government school sector, this reflects very poorly on the Department, which in turn will execute its own 
agendas for political survival and send the blame down the line to you. 
 
The best possible outcome is that the formal stays positive and well-controlled so that the media can never put any 
negative spin on it. Again that bus can only be steered from inside. 
 

  

if you’re not vigilant, you’ll turn up 
at work finding a news crew waiting 
to chase you through your car park 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The school formal doesn’t need to be a negative experience. In fact there are some really significant positives to be 
derived from this. 
 
Although the formal isn’t recognised by the government as an official part of the state curriculum, that doesn’t mean it 
should be dismissed. The fact remains that it is entrenched in our culture and it’s happening no matter whether we 
close our eyes or not. 
 
If your school has always (or even recently) adopted a policy of ignoring, shunning, banning or turning away from the 
formal experience, this is extremely outdated thinking and you are in the vast minority.  
 
Smart Principals recognise that steering the plans in the right direction and offering advice and assistance is a far 
more intelligent way to avoid anything going wrong. If you don’t support formals, it’s time to review that thinking for 
your own sake. The formal will happen anyway, it’s just a matter of what’s going to come back and bite you later. 
 
The formal isn’t going away – it’s getting bigger. If you think it’s not happening, you’re mistaken. If you think it’s limited 
to Year 12, you are again mistaken.  
 
Of all Sydney metropolitan secondary schools, roughly 100% will 
conduct (with or without the school’s knowledge or participation) 
some form of Year 12 event, 52% will have a Year 10 event and 
22% will have a Year 11 event. This happens every year. 
 
With roughly 420 registered secondary schools in the Greater 
Sydney area, that’s around 740 formals annually. With the 
average formal attendee going to 2.3 formals per season of Years 
10, 11 and 12 (one of their own formals and as a partner for 1 or 2 
others), that means that over 150,000 teenagers will turn up at a 
formal every year somewhere in the city. 
 
These events may be proper sit-down, a-la-carte banquet events, they may take the form of stand-up, finger-food 
socials on boats, they may be buffet dinners at restaurants or clubs. They may be valedictory dinners with parents or 
they may be completely illegal dance parties in unauthorised venues but one way or another, they’re happening with 
or without you. Whether you know it or not, they’re subject to the rules, and you’re involved,  
even if you don’t know it or want it. 
 
Metaphorically, as a Principal, you’re headed out the door of an airplane whether you like it or not. You can pack a 
parachute, jump with confidence and steer yourself to a soft and perfect landing, or you can fall out, close your eyes 
and pretend it’s not happening until you crash. Personally I recommend the parachute option. 
 
I can almost guarantee from the chair in which I’m writing this, and please don’t view this statement as in any way 
arrogant, that you’re probably under-prepared at this precise moment. Don’t panic! There is plenty of help out there 
but you should definitely create or amend your game plan to get this right. If you do it once properly, that template 
exists for you to roll out every year with little adjustment and you’ll be covered effortlessly. 
  

Metaphorically, as a Principal, 
you’re headed out the door of an 
airplane whether you like it or not.  
 
Personally I recommend the 
parachute option. 
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GOOD LUCK.  
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:  
 
Elliot Kleiner 
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